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Xavier· News endorses McGovern-Shriver
The Xavi~r News, by unanimous decision of the editorial
board, urges the election of Senator George McGovern for President of the United States. This en· dorsement is based on the New's
belief that Senator McGovern rep-·
resents the reestablishment ofpriorities most in keeping with the
basic philosophy of democratic
government.
In the la~t four years, ~here
have been times when President
Nixon's accomplishments have
been praiseworthy insofar as they
serve the best interests of the
American people and the world at
large. It is the opinion of the Xavier News, however, that the
President has been motivated by
political expediency rather than a
firm basis of ideals. The integrity
of the federal government of the
United States is in question.

failure; in general, his policies, own. A McGovern Adminis- t"ederal government that ignores
economic, international and do- tration, the Xavier News be- the needs and dreams of the
mestic, have failed, with the prom- lieves, would reverse the trend of a : people.
ise that fout: more yea'rs will set
.
everything right. If the Vietnam
war is negotiated by Dr. Kissinger
to a~ acceptable ~ettle.m.ent; ~he
Xavier News wi.ll rejotce wtth
the rest of the Umted S~at~s, but
cannot help wonder tf 1t was.
sought on account of deeply held
values or from an overriding prini le that seeks the most exc p.
f
. . office
pedient means o staymgm
.
The Nixon Administration has
answered America's problems by
not recognizing the questions.
This cannot last "four more
years"; the present regime~s passion for secrecy has destroyed any
confidence in the good intentions
of its functioning. The selection of
Spiro T. Agnew as potential sue- ,....----------~--------------........._
cessor to the Presidency is an in-·
sult to America's demand for insPiring, rePresentative

Repeatedly, President Nixon
has appeared to be pursuing one·
goal while actually moving with gove~ment.
the motivation of quite another.
This election is a four year de~i
He barely won the election four . sion of the direction we wish to
years ago on the explicit promise dpur~ue and w~aht mt otilv~ting fouunr- VOL. LVII
WEDNES.DAY, OCTOBER 2S, 1972
NO.5
toendtheV~tnamconflict;Inahonwewts ocaimaso ~~-~~~----~~~-~~~~~~--~---~-
d-eed, he has emphasized the
winding down of the war and
the ·withdrawal of American
troops. The scope ·of hostilities,
however, has been increased, and
the United States has undertaken
the largest, most shameful bomb,
ing campaign in history to defend
an authoritarian Saigon regime,
all upon the authority of President
by Dennis C. King· ·
vier's Slrl'ety and Security Force. Part-time ter. All of these services are available to
Editor-in-Chief
Nixon. What value can Americans
Evening and Graduate students are supp- part-time Graduate and Evening students
either free of charge. or at a significantly
find in a peace. that demands Facts made available to the Xavier lied with these same services at ~o cost.
reduced rate.
·
such devastation?
News prior to its Sunday night deadline
Some of the services provided for by the
Also revealed to the News was the fact
· The maneuverings of. the Nixon revealed a number of hidden subsidies to General Fee, charged only to full-time stuAdministration have been at best t?e ~raduate Sc~ool and College of Con- dents i.e., mostly undergraduates, are also that many courses Iised as Evening and
If h
' 'd' ' tmumg Education from undergraduate available to all. part-time Graduate and Graduate courses are supported financially
.
du btous. . t ere were any gut mg · funds.· .
.
Evening students at little or:no;charge... , · by the tuition income· of undergraduates.
ideals in its decisio.ns,. the;r yield The hidden subsidies rest mainly in the
Practically every area of ihe Humanities
The M~Don~d Library; currently budgto successful purswt of this elec- areas of parking rates, General Fee alloca- eted at about $225,000, receives more than offer courses in the evening which have in
tion. President Nixon's govern-. ·tions, and tuition rates. Additional services half of its money from the General Fee their enrollment a majority of students regment has shown favoritism to spe- rende~ed to Gradu~te and Evening stu- while the majority of Xavier's enrollment istered in the day division. The following
cia! interest groups, a disregard to dents 10 the scheduhn~.of classes are also consists of graduate students. Under- breakdown of some "evening" courses of· 'l.l'bert'tes, cons
· t't
t'
1 · ht supported by the tuition of the under- graduates contribute the largest single fered in the Fall and Spring semester of
CIVl 1
1 u tona ng s graduates.
source of the library's income ($140,000 or last year will bear this out:
and an indifference, if not hostil- Sources revealed that the $10 charge for 40o/o-50% of the General Fee), while Graduity, to solving America's racial di- parking in the north campus Jost (cur- ate and Evening students pay no additional charge for use of the library.
Course
Enrollment•
visions.
rently charged only to full-time students
i.e.,
mostly
undergraduates)
is
used
to
help
Other
services
include
facilities,
Health
CA204
83
14
8 3 3
President Nixon's fo,ur years in defray the expenses of renovation of that
Center, publications, Campus Ministry,
CA243 81
14
9 3 2
office .have been a promising Jot and also supp1ies protection from Xa- Placement and Aid, and Counseling CenCA253 84
18 11 3 4
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Hidden subsidies in Graduate
and Evening College Programs

Possible increases due in
General Fee, room rates

by John Leehleiter
News Staff Reporter
Both increase proposals will be subMr. Roderick Shearer, Vice-President for mitted at the October 25 meeting of the
Student Affairs, in a letter to Student Body Student Senate for the Senate's considPresident Mr. Dan Costello, has indicated eration. Mr. Dan Costello has informed the
that an increase in the General Fee for 'News that the Senate will not recommend
next year is now under consideration. "The an increase in the General Fee. In support
present income from the General Fee," ex- of such a proposal, Costello cited Fr. Robplaiiled Shearer, "fails to cover. the various ert W. Mullil'-n's statement at the October
areas listed under it by· better than 1 10 meeting of the Administrative Problems
$150,000." Even with the maximum Gen- Committee that there presently exists no
eral Fee cut of $50,000 for next year, a deft~ breakdown for the General Fee. Furthercit of $100,000 wiD still exist.
·
more, Costello feels that an increase in the
In light. of such information, Mr. Shearer General .Fee should be sought only after
scggested the possibility of $5 per semester studying the recommendations of the
increase in the General Fee. Such an in- newly.proposed Presidential Task Force to·
crease, he noted, would not begin to ade- e~aluate Student P~rsonnel. and Services.
quately cover the anticipated deficit. How- Fmally Co_!ltello differs with the quoted

deficit· fi(I'Ul'e' of' 150,000 contending that
his sources indicate a deficit figure of
$46,505-50,505. It must be n?ted howeve~,
that such a figure does not 10clude the Iibrary's present share of the General Fee
which totals $120,000.
Another possible alternative to the General Fee increruie, the News has learned,
would be a General Fee payment of sorts
for Graduate Students and Evening School
Students. At the rate of $5 for those taking
6 hours of less and $10 for those taking
more than 6 hours, approximately $27,500
in additional income could be raised (based
on Spring Semester 1972 figures). Even a
nominal park.ing fee.. woylq increase in-.
come substantially. (Continued on page 4)

Hus ....... an
rnoses
•
exp·an d e d J·ntervls

ever. it would '?eo~ ~sistance in balancing
pro~
the overall Umversity budget.
• • II
In a related development, Mr. David
~om, the Direc.tor of·~ousing, has indicated that an mcrease 10 room rates for
•
the next year seems unavoidable. In a-letThe Husman Living Center Staff in coter to the Hall Directors and Dorm Council operation with the Center's dormitory continued. It was felt that "their presence
Presidents, Tom stated that some cuts in ·council, ·has submitted a request to Mr. counterindicates the geunine home·like at,
residence hall operating budgets have al- Patrick J. Nally, Dean of Students to alter mosphere of the center."
2)
Extension
of
hoilrs
to:
Sun.-Sat.
12:00
ready been made. The extent of future cuts present open house policy for that dornoon to 2:00 a.m. According to the proand/or increases in room rates have yet to mitory.
P9Sal, such an expansion would "lead to a
be determined. Tom submitted for considThe .request calls for a twofold change in more natural Jiving atmosphere and one
eration the budget shown below; which inmore condusive to personal growth and dedicates a total deficit of $185,447 for the . present policy:
velopment.
1) sign-in-sign-out sheets be dis. 1972-73 year..

EN 37484
EN2B382
TH 28382
EN 12282
GR23284
PH 39182
HS29481
GR23384

46 27
48
48

35
35

17 11
9 6
4 4
37 22
10 7

4
9
9
6
1
0
8·
1

15
4

4
0
2
0
7
2

• The first column indicates total enrollment for the coune; the second 'column, the
number of undergraduates; the third, evening students; and the fourth, the number
of graduate students.

(Continued on page 4)

Grill hour
Cutbacks
Mr. Gerald Perry, Assistant Director. of
Food Services, has announced that the
grill will close at 10:30 P.M. on Sundays beginning October 29. Presently, the grill is
open Sunday-Thrusday until12:30 A.M.
The cutback in hours is a possible preview of additional cutbacks of grill hoiU'B
during the week. Mr. Perry stated that unless there is more business after 11:00 P.M.,
the grill will close at 11:30 P.M. on week- .
nights.
.
.
.
Mr. Perry also noted ·that the grill will
soon begin a pizza carry-out service where
a student may phone in ·an order for a.
pizza and pick it up prepared. Flyers con- ·
cerning items and prices will be distributed
in the dorms.

·-.'- ~"".
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Democrats .cry Reform: ]\{~_Qov;:«1fJ;l. '~~
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DRUGS
I
Senator McGovern recognizes
the widening scope and persistency
of narcotics addiction in the United
States. He has consistently supported Congressional legi.slation
which acknowledges that heroin
and other hard drug addiction
preys not only on the users, but is a
m·ajor factor in the tragic crime
rate.
McGovern Proposals Include:

George McGovern believes that
the first task of society is to protect
its citizens' lives and property. He
/ - • - • • - • has repeatedly called for a concerted effort to destroy the social
roots of crime~ Senator McGovern
has criticized the current Adminis,1~ tration both for failing to deal with
The toughest possible crackdown
the menace of organized criine, and on organized crime and drug push'
for attempting to suppress the le- ers.
gitimate rights of law-abiding Increased funding to research
.
Americans.
projects aimed at a comprehensive

J

w~dMf~:sv~~: c!!:\:i!~r~~:s~
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Of all the drug abuse problems; ·
the narcotics problem has the most
severe effects on American society.
It becomes a very real problem to
the family whose home is burglarized by the addict needing money
for his next fix and to the cab
driver who is robbed for "coppin"
money. In far too many of our urban centers, darkness sends the respectful citizens ind~rs to find our
streets taken over by junkies and
pushers. When one realizes that the
number of identified addicts has
more than doubled since President
Nixon has been elected, it is obvious that our attempts to meet a
domestic crisis have been far from
encouraging.
Southeast Asia has been a major
source of our rapidly increasing
narcotics problem. The war itself is
directly creating and returning
home once-healthy young men as
addicted veterans who learn the
street trade of the "junkie". Up to
100,000 American servicemen sent
to fight in Vietnam since 1969 became victims of the addicting her·
oin of Southeast Asia. jt has been
within the last year that these si·
lent casualties have· been respon·
sible for the increase in violent
crimes, burglaries, assaults, and
drug-related deaths: How can we
send fine healthy young men to a
far-away land to fight without
cause and bring them home ad·
dieted to a powder that is turning
our streets into battlegrounds?
. Southeast Asia is responsible for
more than half the world's supply
of opium, the raw material from
which heroin is derived. One year's
crop of 700-1000 tons of opium,
when refined, could supply enough
heroin for today's addicts in America for 10 years. Better than half
this amount is slipping through
our borders annually. Corrupt government officials and business
leaders of South Vietnam grow rich
as young Americans become ad·
dieted and crime on the streets increases.
President Nixon leads us to believe that we are in South Vietnam
to prevent the spread of oppression
and communism. How is that possible when we have failed to prevent the spreading poppy crop, the
production of heroin, and the in·
creasing
supply that is infiltrating
our
borde.rs?

McGovern Proposals Include:
areas where controls could make a
1. A Policeman's Bill of Rights,
'"nal GI Bt'll • to Establishment of a nationwide
real difference. Instead of prepatterne d on the Orl.,..
provt'de poI'tcemen WI'th an opportu• program to fund community efforts
tending to control all prices and in
Federalsubst'dt'zed
ht'gher aimed at establishing drug clinics
fact leaving rpices virtually unconm't Y ~or
L'
•
.
ed ucat ton,
trolled, a McGovern Adminisan d to oflier t'ncentt'ves and rehabilitation centers.
tration would get tough with the
for young Americans to undertake Financial assistance to all counbig corporations and the concenpolice careers.
tries which encourage farmers to
trate.d industries where monopoly
2. Stricter controls and enforce- shift from opium production to
pricing is a major factor in causing
ment on the sale and possession of other crops - combined with stiff
the infaltion. In addition, i~ would ice jobs for poor heads of families hand-guns without encroaching on diplomatic efforts designed to end
.
the production and trade of opium
not allow firms to present mflated that would otherwise be on welfare; the rights of sportsmen.
estimates. of costs, and !hen_ pass second, expanded social security
a. Major improvements in cor- and heroin.
0~ thes~ mfl~ted cost~ 10 htgher coverage for the aged, blind, and rectional facilities, with strong ~m- Amelioration of inequitable and
pnces wtth htgher proftt mark-ups disabled· and third a national min· phasis on rehabilitation, as the unrealistic penalties for possession.
-as is now the case.
imum in~ome of $4',ooo for a family only effective way to eliminate a of marijuana.
.
Ill. Tax Reform
of four if the family head cannot great portion of repeater cnmes.
McGovern Legislation:
Unlike the opposition, Senator work, and the family is ineligible
4. Development of better policeThe Control Substance Act of
" socta
· 1 secun'tY·
The war has taken an exhaust·
McGovern has no "secret" tax .or
community relations programs, 19 7 0, which provided com.
.
plan. His is a public plan for a com· V. Fiscal Responsibility
and better police ed ucatton
pro- prehensive new leaislation to cor- ing
A toll
· on our society, over 50,000
...
mencans are dead and many
prehensive reform_of t~e feder~l A McGovern Administration will grams.
rect and augment existing legisla- more are wounded veterans. Now
t~x s~ructu~e.that wtll ratse $22 btl- restor~ the proper national prior·
5. The creati~n ~fa National tion. concerning treatment and we have unmeasureable damage in
hon m additional tax revenues by ities and embark on a number of Advisory Commtsston on Inter- rehabilitation of drug abusers, law mounting drug addiction. It is time
1975, and will. e~d the tax loo- urgently needed domestic pro· state Crimes.
enforcement authority in ·the field that our priorities be birmly based
pholes for the pnvtleged few.
grams. But unlike the opposition,
6. Improved programs to pre- of drug abuse, and research intc upon the quality and sanctity of
The McGovern plan will not in- which has incurred total budget vent juvenile delinquency.
the problem of drug abuse. (S. 674; life.
_
crease taxes at all/or those who deficits of $80 billion, Senator
Stronger
penalties
for
the
use
The Federal Drug Abuse _anC.
7
earn their income from wages. It McGovern has explicitly stated of uns in violent crimes.
Drug Dependence P_r?ve.ntwn,
EDUCATION
g
.
Treatment, and Rehabthtation Act
will. help bring to reality the prin- where the funds for his n~w pro·
Senator McGovern knows the
8. Action to guarantee that of i971 which established aNaciple that money made from money grams will come from. He has
will be taxed the same as money pledged a balanced full employ· fun_ds are employed_ ~0 ~ improving tional I~stitute on Drug Abuse and value and importance of education.
made from work. Specifically, the ment budget.
· pohce and penal facthtles.
Drug Dependence in the Public As the father of five children, he is
McGovern tax reform program Senator McGovern's tax reform
9. An end to preventive deten· Health Service. It further provided
(Continued on page II)
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Republicans cry ''Four More Years"

wvxu
.CRIME

Mr. Gordon Wiel, Senator
George McGovern's Executive
Assistant, will be interviewed·
by the WVXU-FM news staff
Friday, October 27, at 3:30
p.m. As the date for the national elections draws near,
hear all local, regional and national political news on
WVXU, FM 91-7.

• • • •
WVXU-FM (91.7) will again
bring you all of the play-byplay action of XaVier football
as the Muskies take on Youngstown, Saturday, October 28th
at 1:30 p.m. Remember,
WVXU is Cincinnati's "number 1" Xavier sports station.

2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155
Typing Student Papers,
Author MS.
Call By Appointment Only.

Professional Resumes
For details 271-1984
·Fast SeTvice

Analysis
of lncome-Exp~nse for Xavier ~~sid~n~e . Jia.Ils
.
.
. :

.

'

.

'

The figures given below are based on annual full occu~ancy of·· &ich hall at double occupancy rates. Except for the chaplain's
suite, all other rooms are designated "student roomsn for the purpose of this report (i.e., space presently used by Jesuits-in-residence,
·
police workshop, and study lounges are included as income rooms).

At present
room rate
(full occupancy)

Income
Husman (296)
Kuhlman Hall (411)
Marion Hall (42)
Summer (actual in '72)
Guests (estimated)

Brockman

$ 85,000

$482,730

$395,820

Maintenance
& Repair

.. Equipment
· Replacement· ·

$10,375
15,800
15,800
2,250

$5,800
8,000
9,000
1,300

$23,915
36,624

29,211
6,475
16,000

Salaries- $31,516

. 3,000

$155,040
168,720
'234,270
23,940
' 24,120
3,000

$524,850

. $609,090

.

158,330

3,000

occupan~y)

$130,720
145,040.
201390. . -.
20,580 ....
24;120

109,600
15,750
24,120
3,000

Expenses (estimated 1972-73)
Custodial
& Cleaning
Kuhlman
Husman
Marion
Donn General
Director Housing

At present rate &:
present occupancy

$118,560
133,200
184,950
18,900
. 24,120

Brockman (304

At increase of
•60(flill
per. semester*•

At increaae of
•20 per semester•
(full occupancy)··

Principle

Utilities_.·' Interest
$ 13,000
102,750
21,600.

$16,350
23,900
14,430
3,550

Student Living Expens~ - $20,640

: Pay~e.-ts .. ,' :· T~tals
$13,000
20,350
18;850

· Other $2,080
Total Direct Expenses

$ 82,440
207,424
108,891
13,575
16,000

54,236
$482,566'

In addition to the above operational & amortization expenses, two other expense items may also be charged to the residence halls:
General Administrative Overhead
. $ 21,780.00
Maintenance Overhead & Repair
81,921.00
Total Gross Expenses
$586,267.00

* An increase in room rate of $20 per ~mester would produce sufficient income to cover all direct expenses.
** An increase in room rate of $60 per semester would produce sufficient income to cover both direct and indirect expenses.

Possible increases due in·
General Fee, room rates
fContinued from page 1)

Concerning the ...~ssible
increase
~
in dormitory rates, Costello has informed the News that he will propose a maximum increase of $25
per semester be recommended by
the Senate. He noted that although
the total residence hall deficit
stands at $185,447, the possible
dorm increase deals only with the
deficit of 81,746, which excludes
overhead. Also emphasized was the
need for evaluation of dorm personnel and some sort of means for continued involvement of students in
dorm budgetary matters.
The News has also learned of
several additional considerations
in the balancing of the dorm budgets. Of primary interest would be a
cutback of up to $20,000 in maid

Hidden- subsidies in Graduate
and Evening College Programs
'

service.
aref
:. (Cont,·nued 1~rom
paae J)
'
'bl Also· to dbe considered,
to d ·t·
..
poss1 e sa.vm.gs ue re _uc 1on o
. . .
damage Wlthm
Under
the system
· the
h dorms.
· t' Further·
f·
·
· ofhd1Stribut10n
more, th ere 1s t e ques 10n o lD· of funds at the t1me t ese courses
· not apparen tl Y ered·were bemg
· he1d, th e co11ege reprecome which 1s
ited to the dorms; including that
from Manresa and football camp,
prior to the beginning of classes.
Finally there exists the possibility
of doubling income from guests,
and also of keeping only one dorm
open during the summer.
Each increase proposal, ·if such
proposals come about, are due in
writing within two weeks. Mr. Tom
indicated that the dorm rate increase proposal must be submitted
before Friday, October 27. Mr.
Shearer similarly set the deadline
for the General Fee increase proposed for early November.

.

senting the group which made up
the m8J'ority of each class covered
,the cost of the course• includina
.. the
professors salary In other terms
.
.'
undergraduates ·were paymg
10
'

· of protiessome cases, the s al anes
sors wh o ord'marl'1 y teac h on the
gra d ua t e 1eve1 or wh o were h'ue d
b th C 11
f C ti . Ed
Yti e o ege o on ,nwng uca on.

THE PARTY·
CANDIDATE•.

YOUR CORNER
PONY KEG
3726 ELSMERE AT FLORAL AVE.
Just Five Minutes from Xavier's Campus
CALL 731-1857
WE DELIVER
COMPLETE LINE OF PARTY
SUPPLIES

BEER- WINE- COLD CUTS
AND SNACKS OF ALL KINDS
OPEN
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
10:00 a.m. 'till 10:00 p.m.
FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY
10:00 a.m. 'till 12:00 p.m.

From one beer lover to another.

\
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Bill Kerwin at the Movies

NATIONAL DRY
CLEANERS

The "Mind·Sickenen" of Mov· two small lights shine on Humph· what I've always said about ci·
les
rey Bogart's eyes to tip off the au· nema: although it may be the most
dience to the fact that he is really
· Earlier this year, Father Ha· insane. Or Scarlett O'Haro chew·
1 HOUR CLEANING
gerty, writing in the. subruban ing on tumips in Gone with the exciting, it's also the most unde3
HOUR
SHIRT LAUNDRY
newspaper chain, published an ar- Wind.
pendable of art forms.
ALTERATIONS
~cle on the "mind-stick~rs" of mov- Th~'s no dearth of such "sic~- I've saved my favorite "sickener"
1es, those moments of cmema that, eners ·m recent films. Arlo Guthrie for last. It happens in Playmates
NORWOOD PLAZA
~or one ~eason or anothe~, are so saring, "I don't like girdles" in the most ~garly commercial Hoi:
IO'?'e~ J)JSCOUNT FOR ALL XAVIER STUDENTS
tmpresatve and so affectmg that Alice's Re!taurant;. the gas-mask lywood mUsical ever made, the rnaAND J"ACUI~TY MEMBERS
one .can never ~m to forget them. flashback 1n ~unday, B~y Sun· jor purpose of which seem to be
I eDJoyed the article very muc~, for, ~y; Peter Fonda ~o~g away making fun of the aging, dying
.although su~h an approach 1sl!~t hi.swatchat.thebegmnmgof.Euy John Barrymore, whoisits·star.
NATIONAL COIN-OPERATED
very r~wardin~ fro~ a purely ~ti- Rader. E.apec~ally memorable 18 th~ Barrymore (playing himself) is
cal po.•nt of ~1ew: •t.does ~rov1de totally ~rrelevant "Last ~upper hired as a dramatic coach for the
CAR WASH OF NORWOOD
~~e.mtere~!l~ m~1ghts mto the P~Y ~~bert Altman~ Muh bandleader, Kay Kaiser, who
mdiVIdual en tics mmd..
(which, mCJdentally, wasn t even wishes to put on a Shakespearean
OPPOSITE NATIONAL DRY CLEANERS
Since there are no movies in original - Altman stole it from review (sample song: "My Romeo
town worth reviewing this week, I Luis Bunuel's Viridiana).
Smith - Oh, My Juliet Jones.").
35t for 5 minutes
thought I might do something sim- . Sometimes films are 80 bad that After some terribly insulting fool·
ilar. But, since I am by nature more they qualify, from beginning to ing, he's asked to recite. He sits in
cynical and more vicious than Fa· end, as ''super-sickeners." Welles' his chair, obviously oblivious to the
wash·ri nse·wax
ther Hagerty, I have decided to Macbeth, Ford's Two Rode To· camera, mutters, in a voice cracked
write, not on the "mind-stickers," gether, Renoir's Paris Does with emotion, "It's been a long
OPEN 24 HOURS - 7 DAYS WEEKLY
but on the "mind~sickeners" of Strange Things, I..Dsey's Modesty time/' and begins to recite (halmovies,· those moments of cinema Blaise, Nichols' Catch-22 - all tingly, but magnificently) the "To
Five Minutes From Xavier Campus
so inept and 80 irritating that one qualify on this epic level of irrita· be or not to be" speech from Ham·
continually wishes to forget them, tion. When we add to this list such let. It's one of the most uncon·
but is never quite able to.
filnls as Eisenstein's Ivan the Ter· ciously beautiful, and moat repul~
Of course, there are thousand of rible (both parts), Antonioni'sil sive, pieces of film ever made. If
grade-C films, like The Monster Grido, Truffaut's The· Siren of Mis· you ever admired John Barrymore,
Who Lost His Lunch, or Black sissippi, and Godard's Weekend, catch Playmates some night on
Leather Girls Go Hawa.iian,' that we have compiled a rather impres· T.V. It's guaranteed to make you
provide one with nothing but such !live "Who's Who" of cinematic in· want to swear off drinking - or
distressing moments. But to attack eptitude: WJri,.h iust goes to prove want to start.
their ineptitude would be far too
easy a task. Consequently, I have
decided to pick my "sickeners"
only from films which are consid·
ered significant, either because
·they are popular or important in
themselves, or are the work of a
major director.
Because of his sentimentality,
John Ford has provided me with
.
many such moments. I remember The faculty of the Department of Gennan, and therefore it is imporparticularly the final scene of The Psychology at the metting on Fri· tant that graduate school bou~d
lnfor'!'er: when Gypo No~~n, day, October 13,1972, voted unani· students be made awar~ of th1s.
standmg m front of the cruc1f1x, mously to exland t e latematives However, he thought, thiS can be
stretches out his arms in a crucifi. for fulfwllment of Modern Lan· accomplished through proper aca·
xion-like pose, ~bouts, ::Frankie, guage Requirement to include demic counseling of students.
yourr;nother.forg~ves me, and falls Spanish. Heretofore, under· Therefore, Prof. LaGr~ge rec:om·
dead m front of the sanctuary. And graduate psychology majors were mended on behalf of hiS committee
then there's the moment, in The allowed to choose one of the follow· that Spanish be included as an adWings of Eqlea,. when the paral- ing languages to fulfill.the core re- ditional choice to fulfill MOdern
yzed John Wayne gazes into a mir· quirement: French German or Rus· Language requirem~nt for psyror, and repeats over and over, in sian Spanish w~s not included- chology students. ThiS recommei!·
his traditional stoic .fashio~: "~'m amo~g the available choices. ~is dation was accepted by a unam·
gonna move that b1g toe. (I ve restriction presented hardships mous vote.
never been completely sure specifically to transfer students The Committee also recom·
wheth4!r this is a "sticker" or a and students who decided to select mended that Spanish be also in·
"Sickener," but it's there, and can't psychology as their major in their eluded as an option to fulfill Mod·
be forgotten.)
sophomore year. Last· year several ern Language requirement for
As much as I admire Hitchcock, students requested special per· Xavier University M.A. degree in
he's a mine for such moments of mission to substitute Spanish for psychology. This requirement was
stomach-tuming cinema. The sur- French or German to fulfill their also approved by unanimous vote.
realistic doors openi.ng in the modern language requirement. In following the principle to ex·
d
·
t pand the availability of the al·
clouds during the lovers' kiss in Th
Spellbound; the 360 degree pan . ~y ma ~ ~v~ry stronf f~m;nt- tematives and provide larger selec·
shot that circles the kissing lovers ~ .avo~ 0
e1r reques · n e a ti on in v a ri 0 u 8 are as, Dr.
in Vertigo. Most of Hitchcock's ma· mg t~e1r .request at the department Bieliauskas appointed a com·
jor mistakes seem to have some re- meeting In May, several members mittee to study the feasibility to in·
lation to sexuality: I recall the of. the Departm~nt of Psy~hology crease the latematives available
slimy rape scene in Frenzy, and, rms.ed the questl~n ~on~emmg ~he for fulfillment of the science re·
last but not least, Janet Leight's basis for the restriction m choosing quirement for psychology majors.
iron-clad bra in Psycho, which of modJer~. 1 ~!1gu:ge. ~r: Vy- Dr. Schmidt will chair this comseems to turn the whole film into tautas • Je taus as,
mrman mittee which· will study the ad vis· .....---------------------------------~
some inverted Puritan exercise.
of the D~partment. oft Pdsyc~olo~ • ability for the inclusion of chem·
at that time appom e a spec1a .
.
.
.
.
FALL ARTS FESTIVAL
George Stevens' Shane quahfies committee to study this question in IStry and physiCS alternatives m NOV.12-17.
because of its excessively academic d th and report its findings and a.ddition to zooloby. A~ the present at the UNIVERSITY CENTER
romanticism. Particularly striking r:~ommendations to the depart· t1me psychology majors ar~ not
is the farmyard fight scene, which ment 'members in the fall. The allowed to choose any ?the~ SCience If you wish to participate in the Fall Arts Festival, complete the
Stevens photographs under the, Committee was chaired by Prof'. ex~ept zoology for theu science re- following information:
bodies of neighing, rearing steeds, Glenn LaGrange and it included qUirement.
against the. background of a ~es· graduate. and undergraduate stu· Dr. Bieliauskas also appointed a Name ..................................... ·..................... .
tless, forboding sky - Delacrmx a dent representatives.
committee to study and evaluate
Ia mode.
This committee reported that in both unde!graduate and graduate Address ........................................ · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · ·
And then there's Douglas Sirk's recent years significant publica· programs m psychol~"?' and~ rec· Telephone Number .............................................. .
Magnificent Obsession. Who could tiona in psychology have included ommend changes and mnovatlons.
forget Otto Kruger saying to Rock Spanish language and that 5% of Such a self study was cond.ucted Check group you wish to join:
0 Non-professional
0 Sale of art work
Hudson, "Dont't rush into this
aduate schools use Spanish as a five years. ago an~ therefore 1t was 0 Professional
lightly .. This is dangerous stuff :quired language for Ph.D., while felt that 1t was t~me !~r the~~~ What is your display?
you're fooling with: the first man less than 1% use Russian for the chology ~epartmen.t to . up. date It· 0 Photography
who tried it died on The Cross Two
s In addition the self agam to mamtam 1ts lead- 0 Sketching
same
purpo
e.
. th e. f'le ld . Dr
G•
for transfer
students• was ers h"IP m
. • Don
.
Thousand Years Ago."
hardship
0 Painting
·
bee u
st
universities
Cosgrove
will
chau
this
com·
.The l1'st goe.s on .,"orever. There's senous,
a se mo
'tt
'th D
Pe }mutter . 0 Glass Blowing
h' h the students transfer ml ee WI
rs.
r
• 0 Ceramics
the moment in Minelli's The Sand- fr
om w IC
. h"
Kronenberger, Berg, Hel.piper·when the high-class boarding do not excl~dc Spams .or· psy· lkam Barr and Schmidt as 0 Handicrafts
school teacher says of a boy, chology majors. Prof. LaGrange
p,
~
.
'II Return completed form to the Information Desk in the University
'.'When I left, he was reciting Chau'd that it is true that most gradu· members. This coml'l!lttee WI
sru
. .
most of the year m data col- Center.
1an. spend
cer - and in the original OldN'
Eng1ec t"1on an· d WI'll repor t t o th e d eh ate schools requmng· modern
· ·
lish too."· Or the moment in lC - guages as prereq UISltles overd· partment in the spring semester ........ , - . ----- ... - -·---. - .. ----- . - . --- ..
olas.Ray's A Lonely Place when wpelmingly,,pteferr.ed. French .. an ", .. -· . --·· ··
· · · · ··
·

Psych .. alters
Requirements

M lrallv•
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~lf.re Youtt"'lfe-n.ts
C!
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Editor·in·Chlef ...... ·............... Dennis C. King
Managing Editor ...................... Bill Quinn
News Editor ........................ Frank' Landry
Moderator ........... Rev. Thomas G. Savage, S.J.
Busineaa Manager ..................... Jack Jeffre

The Xavier News ia publiahed weekly during
the school year except during vacation and exam·
ination 'periods by Xavier University, Hamilton
County, EvanstOn, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207•. $5.00
per year. Entered aa second claaa matter October 4,
1946 at the Post Oft'ice of· Cincinnati, Ohio under
the Act of March 3, 1879. Letters mould be
addreued to the Editor and mailed to the New•
in care of the Xavier University Center.
·

Vote. ''YES'' on Transit l1s~e
Black Citizens.
which would cost the average citizen about
·
The move for a publically awned transit ..
50¢ a month, will qualify Cincinnati to re·
ceive more than $16,000,000 in federal .. System and the tax hike has met no oroa·
funds. These funds together with the nized resistance. The only feared opposition
· acqu~re
· d b y· th
revenue
. e tax WI'II resu Jt 1·n·.. · '1s .that of unimtOrmed .citizens wh_o shy away
from any money issues in general and hold
1) An immediate increase in ser~ice a basic lac~ of. faith in the ability of the city
· Cincinnati, like every other major city in
(l5%r c:ind . immediate reductiol:'l .oft .the to '.Oiv~ the p~blertl';.
the U.S. must face the fad that a transit sys~
25
The Xavier News urges ail citizens lec:,~ning
tem cannot hope to meet the needs of· its present fare (SS¢) to ¢·
2)
N!KJre
than
200
air-conditioned
buses.
toward
this view ·tc, consider the following: If
citizens while trying to reap a p!'Qfit at the
3)
New
routes
will
be
added
as
the
result
the
proposed
tax hike is approved, the avsame time. A city's transit system, like its fire
department and police department must op·. of careful. study to determine the greatest erage citizen wilf already save money with
erate accordhig to the needs of its people,
his first bus ride. It would be in his interest,
and not the hope of personal gain.
ne,d~
and the interest of all Cincinnati citizens to
,.) 1..0 rider/pedestrian shelters.
support a system that would provide the
A committee establi.shed to study the
Also
proposed
are
mini-buses
which
could
kind of service that a privately owned tran·
problem; decided thc:it the only feasible.
operate
shuttte
service
to
shopping
areas
sit
system could not ~ssibly afford.
means of revamping the syste!ft to meet the
We .therefore urge all eligible voters in
needs of its citizens was to create a publicly . a.nd also help lighten the load of rush hours.
owned system with the aid of the federal
Fifty major city groups and .organizations t_he ,Cincinnati area to vote "yes" on the
government.
. have endorsed a publically owned transit .transit issue appearing on the November
To raise enough money to qualify for fed· system among which are: Cincinnati Cham· ballot. Your yes will provide·the type of
era I aid, the city has proposed 3/1 0 of 1% · ber of Commerce, Afl-CIO, league of transit system many other cities have found
additional earnings tax. This additional tax, Women Voters, and C!)alition of Concerned necessary and Cincinnati so badly needs.
·Anyone living in_ the Cincinnati area very
long can aHest to the dire need of an im·
proved transit system for the city. Five con·
secutive years have seen a 20% decrease in
service while fares have become the highest
of any city in the world.

(EDITORIAL)

Pittcing the Meal Together
Can't you smell much of what's wrong at
Xavier? It is a rotting corpse that thinks it is
peacefully asleep. It prides itself on empty
assertions or misplaced energies; smiles and
congratulates itself in the Com(Jiunique.

(EDITORIAL)

'·.···

- D.C.K.

be paid for.·

if the administration did not blunder into
first class wastes, it would not have to ·cover
up ~ith the second class waste of crank-emout courses. Then· there are those faculty
members who, seeking to be relevent with·
The above was a bit stiff,·d~n't you think?
out content 'or happily irrelevant without
Well, think again. For every endeavor de·
content, become the ready master chefs in
serving praise at Xavier there must be five
making the cake. Finally, the students who,
that thoroughly frustrate its success. Now,
like myself, give in to the temptation of
there are wastes, and there are wastes.
lightening a semester's -load, but especially
Highly motivated efforts that fail are regrettable, but not culpable. However, too often
Have you heard that a Jesuit university's those students who fly low as a maHer of
·
the intentions of Xavier fostered programs wh~le-hearted support of crass profes· course are to blame.
are completely misguided and unfortunately sionalism might be considered immoral, or,
All these wastes and more are embarrasssuccessful.
what is worse, inconsistent? At present, Xa· ments that no university publication besides
This university has no motivating in- vier gladly picks up th'e check for nothing the 11.avier News would print. Got to keep
spiration. Expediency and a passion for but a farm team of the Bengals or whoever. up appearances, you know. Unfortunately,
black ink make most of the policy decisions If this is not the case, what is the frantic win· the 1\avier News can institute no direct
on this campus. And we are proud of it.
ning mentality that the Commu,ique changes; I hear many a coach muHeri~g,
·
·
The Xavier News is rapidly becoming the presents? Why is club football not fostert~d? "Thank-God."
. most despised university publication, simply Why · burn money to the false god of athBut if the sould has not yet deported the
because it does not wallow in the insipid letic scholarships.
body' changes can be made, if someone
banalities of the Communique; the latter's
Of course, someone should tell l.!S what a with authority wouldn't mind being called
loy-out is nice, very professional, and its Jesuit university is, besides an uxymoron that some nasty names by voices that shouldn't
content provides the vacuous frame. Have . nlay dress itself this way or that according to be heard on a liberal arts university any·
you noticed the lovely pictures in the Xavier the immediate needs of the Bursar's office. way. Everyone knows that students have no
Magazine, and· wondered why a grammar But let us not concentrate too much on this authority; nor should they, since they only
school's primer offers more interesting read· part for the whole; other parts enjoy serving have to live with the mess for four years.
ing material? The Holy Cross Quarterly and in synecdoche.
Right? A peculiar extrapolation of this conSt. Louis University Magazine reflect pride
We must make the distinction now be- cept would condemn any social change beon the intelligence of their student body and tween first class wastes at Xavier University cause we _only live seventy years or so.
alumni. Have we nothing to be proud of in and second class wastes. First class wastes
Some still know that the primary concern
this arena? Obviously, Jesuit universities can have no excuse and very big budgets; sec- of higher education is academic excellence
do' better.
ond class wastes try to fill the deficit. The through the cooperation of students and
The headline story of the last Commu- Communique and "V<mity football have al· faculty and the service to community that
nique paid tribute to the players and ready been offered as first class examples · foll.ows from that excellence. The adminis·
coaches of football, "Cecchini leads Grid· of first class wastes; the present size of the tration should be nothing more than a nee·
ders on Comeback Trail." Indeed; Sodom Student Affairs Staff and the administration essa,Y evil that facilitates their· func:tioning
patting Gammorah on the back. I will not in general might also serve in a pinch. The . and do not form the primary hindrance. But
say that Xavier's varsity sports. program is most flagrant .type of second Class waste is the servants have become the masters, a not
an absolute waste, like the Communique, the croupier course, also known as calce.
t~~ Christian paradox. It is nat the responsi·
but it is a much more expensive waste. How
Pack that classroom with bodies, shuffle blllty ·of students to· initiate necessar)
much interest does the N.F.l. have in the
s~me. papers, lose any concern for educa· changes, but whoever has authority· is either
humanities; how often did the Nazis read
tlon m the process, give a grade, rake i'n ~ot ~acing the issues or lacks the proper moTorah?
th at money, and (behold!) a croupier tlvat•on to do anything about them. .
Nobody will tell me where Xavier is keep· course. The stakes are sure; how much does
So this is the meal Xavier serves to its
ing its head these days, so I cannot truly tell each credit hour cost? The only gamble ·s four year sot'o
1
•
urners, who w1t· h sheep-skins in
if the present extravagandis of our varsity w~ether or not the student will learn any- hand are suddenly apotheosized into
sports are causing a migraine. It should. The th1ng, not that anyb'ody cares .. Now, who alumn1' It
wou ld ma ke its beHer· students
·
academic dreams of the catalogue sit the can we blame this little piece of pastry on? necrophagous. Take and eat.
bench when a right guard's pac{ding must let us begin at the top.
•

•

••••

....~

••••

•

1

•·

. (.

. Many friends calm my rantings and say,
"Aw, but football.is nice and a cheap date
too." I really have no response to these
claims. Over $400,000 per year hardly
matches my conception of cheap, and I've
known more imaginative means of killing
time on a date. But if football is really the
source of "spirit'' at Xavier this editorial
goes ~o print too late and the catalogues
should be burned.

t~ ~'

•
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On -the,_

cusp of· a Nostalgia Crisis

·_Is an>'one out there attempting to discern
Apparently, none.
. what :the sequence of words in this news·
Seven-Up, it seems, started'. it all; the na·
paper indicates?
tion has .beeri engulfed in an avalanche .of
. I woke up 'this morning )Vith. the fright· fossils from _the fifties. T~at may be innocent
ening realization that my undergraduate enough _in itself if it did not imply a return to
·career began in one decade and
end in ttiat good. ~le' fraternity mentality. But .it
quite another; chonology is the least impor· does, and Xavfer once again murmurs,
tant element in this distinction. The sixties while the rest of the nation shouts.
gained notori~_ty !o.r .~:·:stUdent ~pheavai~
We .have grown sick of the sixties' hostility
and fetish for using R.O.T.C. buildings as that. immediately transformed the poten·:
bonfire fuel. Well, at Xavier, the only tial_ly. best ideals into violent kinetic energy.
flames to be seen -~ere from the candles of
· ·
The post·Kent State ma!ai~ has set in; we
processions praying for peace, and the only· found ourselves in over 'aur heads and are
true itudent upheavals that occurred he;e
1y
d. th.
d
now ostriches complete burie in e san •
happened near or ar:ound Dana Gardens. We cannot even lift our necks to take a
But that's al~ right: In' certain instances, the.
k
t
can
.. . f h
, sk II
pee • 8u we
•
.C!P.i~~o.n that . som~ o t e proteston
u s .
.
.
• .
•
.
_fiiled 'with .gasoline rather than •g;.y :, ·.. The Xav1er News has hm1ted its sco~_ th!S
matter was not totally unjustified. Xavier es· year, at least sa far. We must ad~~ that
caped all the 'blame and most of the praise. even the Enquirer has better · facilities to
·
handle "the big questions." So our meager
The question ·remains, what lesson have staff decided to gadfly the _more obvious
wtllearned?
·· ·

will

(EDITO_RI~L)

·were,

:;-

absurdities and academic abuses of the Xa· vier family. If this is another instance of the·
myopia that seems to .have swept the U.S. of
A;, we apologize and shall try to corr_e~ it in
the future. But we hoped that some of the .
awareneu and involvement of the sixties .
survived, making grandiose exhortations by ·
the News unnecessory. We hoped to concen·
trate on cOunterbalancing the Communique
and show that all is not quiet. on the home
front. BUt greater, if leu immediate, prob·.
Iems· seem to be ignored f:»y the student-·
body at large. This is an election year; the
war has not ended;_ l)ur c~mpus is sur.·
'rounded by underprivileged areas, slums;
·remember?· "I .am; therefore, 1- think"; h~w:
many of us ct;tl1 still. make that ciaim?
lnitead, we are dr:owning in ten ~r old
beer, falling asleep in silence. We might
snore through the rock re~ival of .the sev· .
enties; the eighties are coming ..

-B.Q.

·.

NOTICE
:.·

A "White ·Elephant"·.

· ·'The Dean of Women hu been uked tO report the c:Oncensu of
coeda rel&idin1· the concept of 80Cial eororitiee at XaVier Univer·
llity. She would Jib to meet with women etuclenta who wiah to a·
preu their opinion - for or qaiut eororitiee - in the Rqia Room
of the Univenity Center.on Wedneedai, November 1,1972 at 1:30
p.m. If you cannot attend' that meetinar, atop by the office of the
Dean ·of Women aDytime before then.

Editor:
.

(LETTERS)

The true story of Xavier's athletic depart·
ment should ·be told. 'rh• department is still
fundioning . precisely because· it is federally· funded.
Late last January, the athletic department·
was secretly granted a choice spot on the In·
terior Department's 'endangered species list.
Interior Secretary Roger Morton r~led that
the Xavier Univenity athletic depa-rtment
was, indeed, one of the few remaining
white elephants in captivity. This ruling as· ·
sured Xavier's 115 needy athletic scholar·
ship recipients that they would no longer/be
the wards of the university, but would
henceforth become wards of th'e state/

_ The implication of the Secretary's ruling. is·
quite clear. In the years to come th&_ univer·
sity's enrollment will stabilize at 115. It will
do so precisely because no one else will be
able to obtain a federally funded athletic
scholarship needed to meet tiTe spiralling
cost of education at Xavier:
·

..

Hank Wagner

~------~--------~-----------------,

Jewelry stores ·don~t
admit diamond-rings.
should be designed
by customers.
Their reasons are simple. Rings are easy to
display, easy to compare, and very easy to sell
-to the uninformed customer.

At Zeff, we think customers should select their
diamond and mounting separately. Our reasons
are less simple.
The mounting is only a fraction of the tot~ I cost.
It should be considered for style.
The diamond is the major expense. Its value is
determined by four features: weight (size),
color, clarity and cut. A small diamond with
perfect clarity may actually cost more than a
larger one with poor color.

perfect
keepsake
starfire
deluxe

$200

$300

$400

$550

$700

•

•

e:

:e:

'·,..,_.;
;,-··~

$150

$225

•

•

S12~

$175

•

•

IIIII!

IIliB

Our diamonds are displayed so that their
features, and their prices, can easily be
compared. You determine the size, quality and
price of your diamond, then combine it with'·..
any style mounting you prefer.
At Zeff, the cttoice is yours. Not a jeweler's .

. !

Friendly feelings and the great taste Qf
Coca-Cola. That's the way it should be.

It's the real thing. CQke.
DOWNTOWN; 605 RACE 621·07o4
SWIFTON SHOPPING _CENTER 731-1800
WESTERN HILLS PLAZA 661_-6911
.
·
by· "The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati".
·· -Bottled unde.r th.e •uthof:it_v I)!_The Coca-Cola Company, ..
_
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Kent FlashesXU

Teahan Talks

E==============

by J'im Tephan ·
Spc)rts Editor

middle midway through the final
stanza, for the final Xavier tally..
The 15,747 in Kent Memorial Sta.
bl
·
·
~t almost ha~pened. The old sub- dium were probably the only-people The Xavier News has a golden general nappmg so the final .ow saved well over ~.000 by .cutting.,..
stitute-the-startmg·quarter~ack-for- in the country who kenw the cor- opportunity~ A golden opportunity can be struck .. Ho~ever, ~ _thmk ~ers. when posmble.. ~lB year,
~e. -re~erve-quarterback-trick. But rect final socre. ABC-TV's College for what? Among other things, for they will be a long time wmting. .BtU Mdler, tb~ amb~t1ous new
tt dtdnt t come early enough.
Game of the Week flashed a 19-3 reporting and cilmmenting on the It is rather redundant to say here ~po~ Information Director, has .
Paul Smith, Xavier's senior back Xavier win on the screen more positive side of good ole XU. It that football costs money, because 1~vtted newspaper staffs, eepe--.
up field general, who has seen. lim- than once, and the Cincinnati En-. seems that each week the editorials everyone knows that it does. In mally the sports. departments, from
ited action this season, came into quirer had their wires corssed also, get a little stronger, a little more fact, even the largest schools; like som~ 40 area high schools to tour
t~e game with Kent State Golden reportinga 26-19 Xavier loss, a 19-3 pointed, and unfortunately, a little Ohio State and Michigan loose Xa~er, have lunch, and attend the c
Flashes in front, 19-3 .after three Xavier win, a 26-13 Xavier loss, but more negative.
.
money on it every year. And again, Xavter~Youngstown game. Great, ·
quarters, and scored htmself on a finally narrowed it down to either a T k fi
1 B Q 's editorial maybe the men across the Park- you mt~ht say, more m?ney down
1~yard keeper play, pranced 34 ~16 or a 26-13 Xavier loss.
enti~l~ ?.~;!':=k; the 'spot." Not way have been guilty of a little fri- the :r::~· b:t t~~ :nazmg part of
Y s to se~ up a Pat R~gon touch- This Staurday Xavier hosts once, I believe, has the informed vilous spending here and there, but th:U e ; t ~ Milre~~ns:star1·•
do ! lea~ng t~ Mus~es to score Youngstown State University, com- B.Q. written an editorial flaunting I'm s~e ~at ~m~t ev~ry dep~ co ng. om
· . er s, poe e ·
13 Pomts ~n t~e last penod to make ing off a close 22-21 victory over an asset of the University, whether ment m this f8ll Umvermty doesn. t pretty_ btg undertakin~,l d say.
the-final verdict 26-16.
Akron University.
, it be athletics, acedemics, or the watch its pennies as close as tt ·.Instead ~f. belabonng· the negaXavier opened the scoring in the
·
basket weaving class in Breen. shoud.
ti~e, a pos1tive approa~h to somegame late in the first quarter, tally- The Penguins were 2-7last year, Lodge. ·
Being associated with some of things, no~ onl~ athletics, but the
ing on a 41-yard field goal by soph- under Head Coach Dwight Beede, A
tl th
th
f the edi the people behind ·the scenes in the whole Un1vers1ty would do dear
omore Mike Donahoe, one yard who, at age 69, is the oldest active to .:f~e~J; ~aurv=~~e school- Fieldhouse reveals some pretty in- XU wonders- and yourself. Try it
short of his best e~ort of the sea- college coach in America.
I': s~~ ~ttil:
~un would hav; teresting facts. For ·example, last - it~ not thJtt hard - no even im· •
.
.
.
commended his horde for their year the Athletic Department po8Blble.
son, 1 42-yarder agmnst Temple.
A Tim Dydo pass was deflected Beede br1nge qu1te a bit of ex- . 't . b . .
b 1 f
18
1 . sp1n
. defender and penen~
.
1n to
nngmgasym
o o an
by a Kent State
W1'th h'Im th' yem:, osmg
opponent
a rally.
caught by another Flash and ran it only s1x players to graduation last
.
.
c:1s to th X · 33 Tb year Seniors Ron Jaworski ana- The Homecommg Pep Rally feab k4
i::erce~:fon set u~ a a;;~ t~uch~ tion~lly ranked quarterback, split turinbg tlhl ehnodw infamous head tof
down on the last click of the clock end Bob ferranti, and tight end the u . a on~ J!Urpose - o
.
in the first stanza.
John Toy will make YSU dan- spa~k a httle sp1r1t for th e uhp.
.
geroue through the iar. Jaworski, a commg football game- to 1et t _e
The Musk1e defense agam robbed 6- 2, 220 pounder who can drill the footba~l pla~ers know. that the '--------~~~~~~~---------'
an opponent of a ~ur~ touchdown, ball, has completed 59 of 110 pas- schoolts bhemd them, WJn or lose. '
INTRAMURALS
~John Gompers, JUnior halfback, ses for 826 "ards and eight touch- Alth h th tte d e w n't
JUmped on a Kent fumble on the d
. h' ·
b.
oug
e a n anc
as
.
.
,
Muskie one yard line.
thownst~ IS ~ear, to. rate sedve~ettb ~ the gr~atedest,h~hehfootbfall ,l~layerds For those of you that bke to get away from 1t aU_. there IS not place.
e na Jon m passmg an mn m appremat t 1s s ow o sp1nt, an like the country. Let your hair down, relax and enJOY yourself. When
The offens~ couldn't get un- total offense with 197-5 yards per I'm sure they had it in the back of reminiscing of the country, one can almost hear the band-slapping,
t~acke~, puntm~ out of tr.ouble game.
their minds during the game.
foot-stompping music of the square dance caJler. And 8o it is, Oct. 28
etght ttmes. Getting po~sesston of The Penguin ground game is ade- I can just imagine B.Q. 's from 9:00 to 1:00 a.m. in the Musketeer Grill at the "The Hayseed
the~~~~ afte~ t~e X~~ter offense quate with freshman Dave Garden thoughts of the UC Pep Rally, com- Ball." Free beer (equivalent of 1A harrell) will be given to the best group
sta te ontt te dumth eMreck~vedry, at tailback, who leads YSU rushers plete with coffin,· dead Bearcat, ·costume. See you there!!
K
. 52 tries. AIso m
. flowers, pnest,
.
t en pene
· ra
fr e th ·e us47Je e-d W1'th 208 yards 1n
an d eul ogy . . . " peren~e, gtm~tgb oXmU 2 own38 yard the backfield will be Rudy Florio, haps Xavier is. turning out SatanFencing Club
s~npe 0 e
on a ·Yar senior wingback wo has rushed for ists instead of students!"
.
·
·
flmg from KSU quarterback Daryl 169 ards in 43 carries
·
. .
Steps are now bemg taken towards the development of a Fenmng
Y.
.
·
.
The newly f?rmed. Sp1~1~ Club Club at Xavier. Keep your eye on the I.M. news and don't miss the op·
Hall to tight end Gary Pinkel. HaJI
.then ran 16 yards, dodging four XaVler leads m the YSU-XaVler has been working qwte ddtgently portunity to join in on the fun of this exciting sport.
· Muskie defenders, fmally getting series, th~ Muski~s holdi.ng a 2-0 since ~chool b~~an to enkindle
decked at the Xavier seven. The lead, then. last rivalry m 1955, some kind of SPI!lt under the beer
.
Women's Intercollegiate Basketball
Flashes scored on the next play, w_hen Xavter bla.nk~d the P~ng- cans of the Musktes; but so far, .the
,
.
.
.
tr ' · t
bl k d h ums, 26-0. In thetr ftrst meetmg, results have been for the most part, Try-outs for the women s team WJJl be Tuesday, Nov. 1m the Fteldb t th
ex a semor
pol~ wt~ht
ocde. Thye 1951, the Muskies also
white- knocked down by a handful
of fi
house.
contact Mr. Brueneman at the I.M. OfMi~ke Meoran,
11 en
·
.
( For 5further information,
·
home team headed for the locker washed Youngstown, .48-0.
people who feel that athletics are of ce 745-36 4).
room at halftime witba comfort- MUSKIE MEMOS: The win little or no significance to a major
·
able 19-3lead.
over Marshall two weeks ago was university.
Flag Football
Another score by Kent State in t~e first time since 1967 ~hat a. Xa- Th_e .big ~uestion in the various Flag football games got underway last week with these results: Comthe third quarter was Xavier Coach ~er team defeated a maJor umver- admmtstratlve camps for the past mandos 30, No Names 0; Cracker Crumbs 14, Fight-Team-Fight, 0;
Tom Cecchini's cue to send in stty at home. It was also the first two or three years has been footHarvest Moon Weekend
Smith.
.
. ·
shutout sinceal'67 when X~Vl'er de- ball, whether to co.ntinue it at the
. ,
feated Marsh 1 7-0 and Vt anova present level, drop 1t completely, or
.
.
It w~s Xav~er s tu~n to score 3-0. The Muskies won six games reduce it to a club sport. Not much _Remember the good ole days?!! Ha~des. on those cnsp, co_ol October
next, wtth Smtth moVlng the ball that year. The Athletic Department has been said so far this year, but I mghts, days·- by the campfire, cuddbng wtth someone spectal to stay
66 yards to set up the Pat Rag.on is making available a wall size 12 think its only a matter of time be- warm ... Remember those days?!! Well, add a little beer, experience,
t~uchdown. An uns~cces!lful ons1d~ month calendar, complete with the fore someone offers his view on the imagination, and get psyched for a memorable fall eveing, Fri., Oct. l
kick attempt by semor Tom Bazzoli 1972 Xavier Football S«;:bedule and subject. Considering the success 27. Tickets and any other information needed may be obtained
set up .Yet another Flash .touch- pictures of the coaches, star play- the football team has met with this presently across from the grill.
down etght plays later, !"aking the ers and an aerial view of the year and having every reason to
scoreboard read 26-9, m favor of campus for 15 cents. The calendars continue to do so in the future, it
Needed
Kent State. ·
-will be available in front of the seems that the football foes are On lady d on g tl
t · · th I tr
al Ad ·
Bo d
· h h a d other booksore
t
·
..
n amur
Th e en d?. nope. s m1t
through out th e mornmg
wruting
for an opportune moment If 1·nte tedan all Te enB eman o JOln
I M eOffi
( 5)vtsory ar .
ideas, as he raced 19 yards ~J) _t~e an~ afternoon beginning this week. to catch football and athletics in
eres • c
ony rueneman, · ·
ce 74 3654 ·

::e
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If Lit class Is one of your .
hangupa, make friends with·
~:iilll'!3'~'31 Cliff's Notes. Our
titles cover more
than 200 novels,
playa and poems.
They give you the
help you need to
keep up withand undel'8tandyour reading asslgnmenta. See
your bookseller or
send for FREE
title llat... add 1~ for a handy, reusable, waterproof drawstring
bag. Cllff'a Notes, Inc., Lincoln,
Nebr. 68501.
·
lcoJotlr... we're 'wor111111J on HI

During lhe ~1114 ye1ra CIIH'1
Notes hiS uHCI over 2,400,000 tons
ol paper ualng recycled pulp,
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* Alii COOlED OVERHEAD
CNA AlONJ' ENGINE
-THE NEW
* AlONT WHEEL DIIIVE

Common Sense

* TIIANSMISSION
4-SPEED SYNCHIIOMISH
·* POWEll DISC IIIAICE
* 6-PLY 1111ES ON SEDAN,
IIADIAL ON COUPES
* 12 MONJH OR 12,000
MILE WAIIIIANn'
* GALLON
OYEII .0 MILES PElt ,
.
* LOWEST PRICED CAll

The Deacon Dilemma

HOIIDAS

however, before a freshly cas-· And truer words were never aposocked and surplused figure ken. In Botswana or the Azores or
Upon· returning to the non-ivied emerged onto the altar bearing the some similarly underprivileged naHalls of Xavier, I took in one of strangest likeness of Mr. Usher. A tion, where pries~s are o-utIN HAMILTON COUNTY
tliose"New Look Masses at Bellar· piiest-t.win-brother, perhaps? Hell numbered 2()., 5()., even 100,000 tO
10% DOWN - ONLY
$59.00 PEII MONTH
mine ChapeL
no, it WfJS Mr. Usher! As he, and one; sure, the presence of dedicated
'INCLUDING FREIGHT, Come In for a Test Drive Today
"~t-, first glance, everything. two other lay persons (one, a fellow deacons is mandatory. But not in
DEALEII PIIEP. AND
seemed normal - "normal" being student), began distributmg Com- 1972 in Cincinnati, Ohio at Xavier
SAlES. TAX
a'
'of extreme ambiguity. The. munion, I silently pondered on the University.
.
bann~rs were not >:et in place, but'_h~rrible_ fate .of !ill those poor Thus, our colorful Ministry at
then the season 1s young. The pnests .who reside m our very own Bellarmine Chapel continues to
soloist 'of the day was seated com· Schott Building. Surely, nearly all persist in qteir torrid "We've Got A
forta'bly behind his accom· of them had succumbed to some Better Idea" campaign. Well how
panimetit. The celebrant was still itinerant, de!lth-dealing disease about this idea? If these Ia~ men
4124 SPRING GROVE AVE. 541 ~3300
distributing Communi~n from a' from Madag~scar. After ~11, _there· are so full of Apostolic zeal (and I
Papa SOrrento bread bas kef. At the ( I has always been enough' of'thimi to do not doubt their intentions for an
beginning of the Offertory, Mr .. go around in the past. So: I pubJi. instant), then send them, not to Xa·
Usher proceeded to gamer the col· . ely b~seech our noble and scholarly vier where the priests are plentiful . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , " " '
lection (that will.never change) .. Jesuit community to politely in- but rather to- say some of th~
Ye&t"e':eryt~ing seef!led, unfortu· ~onn u~ lowly parishioners where more primitive counties in my nanately,Just bke Ileftlt last year- 10 Gods Name are you (all)?! It tive Kentuclty where in some
with the lone ~xceptio~ of the r:e· cannot be that any garga~~uan dis- areas, there is no Church', no priest,
tum of Fr. Savage and his eloquent tance or treacherous precipice must indeed not even a smell of religion·
adventures in scenic (and CY;Dic) be overcome to get to Bellarmine where a Catholic is as well-knowr:
verse.
·
Chapel. Helen Keller could have as an astronaut and is accorded as
But, there was yet one more fo~n~ her way from the Schott much respect as a Revenuer. Send \ . . " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " : _ )
change to be digested. Shortly oo;. Budding to our cathedral.
the deacons there, or elsewhere,
fore the Communion, I spotted, A good hometown priest-friend, where they are desperately needed. The Xavier University Baseball tion.
from my crow's nest position, Mr. who evaluates these situations Their superfluous presence on oUr team, which finished the 1972 sea- The prospects for the upcoming
Usher mincing_ his way on balled with the unerring accuracy of Wil~ campus, where there are priests by son with a 15-9 mark, have started season look bri · • ~ for the Muskie
foot in the direction of the sacristy. liam Tell, succinctly remarked to the boxcar load, makes as much their fall practice sessions.
nine. A total of ~d members ret~
Maybe the bathroom is back there, . ne concerning this Deacon Di· sense as taking up a collection for At a team organizational meet- from last year's squad, of these,
ing in late September, second year five are starters and five are pitch·
1 surmised naively. It was not long, lemma - "They're not necessary." the Rockefellers.
head coach Bill Wolff introduced era. There have been a few outplans for the upcoming spring. Be- standing prospects who will fill the
cause of the lack of time, Coach empty spaces in the lineup.
A rematch against UC has been
Wolff decided to pick the team dur·
ing the fall practices. Wolff hopes scheduled for today, Thuraday, and
to trim the total of 35 players who Friday at 3:30 pm, whether per·
showed up for the fall workouts mitting at· the Bearcat diamond.
down to 25-28 before the Christmas All are invited to attend.
break. The mentor hopes in this
, The noted English author and lem Bible and many outstanding treating the role of the lay~person way. he will be ab!e to give t~e at·
tention and .prac~ce tha~ will en·
publjsher, John M._ Todd, will coli- .Catholic books. As an author Todd in the Church of the '70s.
duct an open-ended discussion in has spear-headed the new Catholic T dd .
tl
able the XaVIer rune to bnng home
1ecture another win ning 8 eason•
.
· Cen· apprwsal
.
IS curren
y on
·
the. Terrace Room, Umvers1ty
of the Reformation. His touroof th
United St
te a H'
ter, at 1:30 P.M. on Thursday, Octo- books, highly extolled by Protes· pearance ~n Cincin :. .8 ' Is ap- Coach Wolff has had one enemy
ber 26. The topic of the dialogue tant and Catholic historians and sored by MountS . n:~ 18 ~o-;:of!· this fall-weather. Adverse condi·
will be Change or Renewal in the theologians, include: The Reforma· nary and th Th ~n ~ 8 t 00; tiona have limited the team to an
Catholic Church in the '70s in the tion, Martin Luther, and John Wes· of Xavi r Ue. e\ogyTh p:almen average of only two or three out·
light of the new appraisal of the in· ley and tlu! Catholic Church.
on Thuer dmverfBtl y. e . °gube door workouts a week, not a good
·
f h p t t tR f
·
·
s ay a ernoon w111 e
ifti
tentw.ns o t e ro es an e or· Besides publishing and writing, open free of charge to all students catalyst to measure the d er~nt
mers m the 1~th Century and of Todd is chairman of an Adult Edu- from Mount Saint Mary's and Xa· talent possessed by the 30 potential
Protestant att~tudes. today. How- cation Center in residential Lon- vier University, as well as students ballp~ayers.
~ver, the free discussion may range don and for many years has con· from other colleges in the Cincin· Despite the weather, the team.
I~ to tTheddarea of war ~ndt' peacb-e, ducted "Catholic Family Weeks". nati area. In the evening at 7·30 was able to get in a nine inning·
smce
a consc1en 1ous o · He was a mem b er of t h e d e1ega- p .M. Dr. Todd will
. conduct a fac·
·
·
·
.
· o W was
ld W
scrimmage
game agwnst
th e Um··
10
11
Jector ·• or
ar ·
tions. of layroen from England l!t ulty discussion of the same topic at versity of Cincinnati, at the UC
Todd IS the head of the well· the fust and second World Con- Mt. ST. Mary's Seminary to which field last Friday afternoon. AI··
known publishing firm of Darton, greases of the Lay Apostolate. all the faculty members of Xavier though the Muskies shut out the
Longman & T.odd in London, From these experiences he au· University are cordially invited by Bearcats 5-0, the important factor
was the opportunity Coach Wolff
which has published The Jerusa· thored another book, The Laity, the Rector of the Seminary.
had to see all his candidates in ac·

term
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Todd to speak soon

.

. Look
where we•re go1ng.
.

'

We cover the South, touch base in the Midwest, and swing
along the Eastern Seaboard ... over 75 cities, 12 states and
jet-power all the way!

Sugflr

'n Spice

Reading Road at Victory Parkway

OPEN ·EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR
COMPLETE DINNERS

Look llow you cea go willl u1!
Piedmont Airlines Youth Fare Card: $3. Good 'till you're
22. Good for reserved seats. Good for savings of about
20%! Calf Piedmont, or see your travel agent.
'•

o

\>I"

I'

•

·•,.

•

DROP IN AFTER THE GAMES
OR AFTER THAT LATE
WEEK-END DATE.
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING BUNDA Y MORNING BREAKFAST
WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES.
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ON CAMPUS

:

~.

STEPHEN STILLS ~-M~NASSAs·::
Novemb~r 2 at 8:00 P.M. in the University of Dayton ~rena

PRE-LAW SOCIETY
Mr. Wiley Dinsmore, a Cincinnati lawyer, will be the guest of the St. ·
Thomas More Pre-Law Society on Wednesday, October 25 at 7:30p.m.·
He will speak on "Integrity and the Law." The meeting, which is open
to all pre-law members and any interested students, will take place in
the Terrace Room. There will be free beer, chips, and.pretzels.

Enclose ..lf.addreued ltemped
envelope for return mall.
Make Checka payable to:
Stephen Stllll Concert
Seet1: 84_.00 end $6.00

Man· Orders to: Stephen Still• Concert
Arena Ticket Office
University of Deyton
Deyton. Ohio 46469

Tickets el1o on 181e at Rikel Downtown Deyton or at
The Arena Ticket Office.

SPEAKERS PROGRAM

Hera's what President.

William J. Keating, Congressman of the First District of Ohio will be
appearing in the Xavier Musketeer Grill on Wed., Oct. 25th at 10
o'clock. Mr. Keating has served ori Cincinnati City Council as Major·
ity Leader and Chairman of the Finance and Labor Committee. In
1970 he was elected to his first term in the United States Congress. Bill
personally seeks your views and believes in keeping in touch with the
~ple who elected him.
.
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE and WOMEN'S CENTER

SIIYSabOUI-

0.

Thursday, October 26, at 8 p.m., Dan Peterson, a Xavier student, will
screen a short sound film made with his own two hands, a camera,
and lots of celuloid.

• •••
The Free University's Parapsychology course will be delayed until
second semester because its organizer is having a nervous breakdown.

THE WHITE HOUSE .

EDGECLIFFE COLLEGE

WASHINGTON

Dolf Droge, noted as one of the foremost authorities on the VietNam
issue, will be appearing at the Edgecliff College Theatre for a speaking
engagement on Friday, Nov. 3rd at one p.m. Mr. Droge received his
bachelor's degree at Wittenburg College in Springfield and did his
graduate work at Western Reserve University in Cleveland. He is a former T.V. newsman who also served on assignment for the United
States Information Agency in 1956 in Europe, Thialand, Laos, and
VietNam. In VietNam, he served as chief of the Vietnamese Broadcast Division, and WJiS part of the Agency for International Development. In 1966, he was appointed Chairman of the Vietnamese training program. In 1968, he was dispatched to the White House under the
National Security Council,· headed by Dr. Henry Kissinger. Mr. Droge
will be spea: ing at Edgecliff College on relevant subjects at a relevant
time. All students are invited, there is no admission charge.

,\uqust li, H7u

MOl!NT ST. JOSEPH
The College of Mount St. Joseph offers th~ "communicollege" lecture
series. to Greater Cincinnati students and to the community-at-large.
The series will bring to the community outstanding speake,rs on topics ·
of current interest, presenting them in an academic atmosphere with
opportunities for dialogue and discussion.
Rev. Anthony Padovano, theologian and author "Belief in Human Life".
Wednesday, September 27, 8 P.M.
Harrison Salisbury, Pulitzer price winning journalist, New
York Times "A Tripartite World- U.S., China, U.S.S.R."
Thursday, November 9, 8 P.M.
"Women in Society" - a ·three day symposium,
Wilma Scott Heide, NOW national president.
Tuesday, February 6, 8 P.M.
J. J. Jarbroe, president of the Anti-Women's Liberation
League.
Wednesday, February 7, 8 P.M.
Claudia Dreifus, author-lecturer in ~he women's liberation
movement. ·
Thursday, February 8, 8 P.M.
(additional speakers and programs for the symposium will be announced)
Jonathan Kozol, author and activist in the "free school"
movement "Free Schools"..
Thursday, April 5, 8 P.M..
All programs will beheld in the auditorium at the College of Motint
St. Joseph, Delhi and Neeb Roads.
Admission to evening lectures- $1.00 per person. Students with J.D.
cards will be admitted free.
·

•·

donorable Donald D. Clancy

7403 Gree;1

cincinnati,

THE

Far:;~s

OJ;l.O

FOR YOUI

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
"Saving the City, Saving the People" and "New Welfare Approaches
and Their Implications for the Health Professional" are just two of the·
varied topics that will be discussed at the third annual Greater Cincinnati Rehabilitation Conference to be held October 19th and 20th from
8:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M~ in the University of Cincinnati's Tangeman
Center. Registration can be made in advance by sending three dollars
. for rehabilitation workers and one dollar for students to Miss Mary
Jane Mendez, B.V.R., 2nd Floor Commerce Building, 100 East 8th
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 or at the door at the beginning of the
conference.
·

YOUTHFUL DRIVERS

Now~n Auto Insurance Program especially
for dnvers age 16 to 25 years. If you believe
your present premiums are too high, ca,.
us today for more information.
. ·
·

.

DONALD nCLANCY

PHONE

BUTLER ~::::~~TES 922·5000

---~-------....___ _ _ _--J.

'-.
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·~cquainted with todays's educa~ ments for the arts, the humfmi'tiel!,
ttonal s~st-:m at every level. The and the social sciences.
Senator ts himself currently a full.
fledged, dues-paying member of the 10..Expanston of the .sys.tem
•American Federation of Teachers. VOC4tional schools and JUntor colHe holds a Doctorate in history leges.
.
from Northwestern, and if elected 11. Increased funds for National
would be· the only Ph.D. President Defense Student Loans.
our history other than Woodrow 12. Funds and federal programs
aimed at early childhood educaWtlson.
.
"ln 1972; we in the Senate de- tion.
•..t'eated Richard Nixon's attempt to 13. Support for the· creation of a
cut teacher salaries during the National Foundation for Post-secwage {J-eeze. Richard Nixon has the ondary Education.
worst record on education of any
•
·~resident in two hundred years. McGovern Legislation.
Richard Nixon has vetoed three His legislative record is unparaleducation bills. Richard Nixon leled. in its support of educational
says he vetoed education because measures, form research to the
fdl of us have to make sacrifices. teaching of the mentally retarded
Why doesn't he say that to his to GI bills for returning veterans.
wealthy friends at I.T.T.?
Senator McGovern was a key fig.
• "In ·every one of his budgets " ure ·in the drafting and passage 'of
·
McGovern charges, "the Preside~t the original
has stolen away added funds for NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCA·
. the nation's schools. Stealing at TION ACT OF 1958.
libe same time our children's right HEADSTART CHILD DEVELto the best educati~n we can pro- OPMENT ACT OF 1969. (S. 2060).
vide. Every one of his budgets has STUDENT INSURED LOAN'--·-shown that. this administration PROGRAM OF 1969. (S. 2422)
)las a greater com~tment to bomb- DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
ing the children of Asia than to ACT OF 1971. (S. 1485).
building the human potential of THE FOG~RTY-McGOVERN
our own children here in America." ACT OF 1958 which authorized
· • "As President, 1 intend~ put our federal grants to train teachers for
children and our schools ahead of the mentally retarded.
incompetent aircraft and railroad McGove~'s Record
·
(¥l:ecutives, improvident defense "Everywhere ... we are told that
contractors, and entrenched special education is the key to our national
illt~!es~ _
future, the repository of our civMcGovern Proposals Include:
ilization, the only route to full real··~
ization of our individual and collec1. The United States should un- tive potential. Everywhere the
dertake a greatly expanded na· praises of education are sung. Evtional program for elementary and erywhere, that is, except in the dry
&tcondary education with the fol- · pages of the Budget of the United
lowing major elements:
States Government. Those pages
- The federal government tell a very different story. They tell.
F~•.ould supply at least one-third of of a nation whose commitment to
the total costs of public elementary educl;ltion - in terms of percentage
and secondary education.
of national wealth - is smaller
- Three-fourths of the funds than that of any other major counctimmitted under this program t~y in t~e world. They tell of a. na-.
should be allocated to the states on · tion which spends $21,600 to kdl a
the basis of educational need and Vietcong soldier and 44 federal dol~~e capability to raise revenue for la~s per year to ed~cate ~~ch of her
e(fucation within the state.
pnmary school children.
October 24, 1969
- The remaining one-fourth
ENVIRONMENT
should. be allocated among the McGovern Summary
slfates under an incentive program
George MCGovern has co-spondesigned to ·achieve fair adminis- sored ALL major environmental
tration of the-state and local tax laws introduced during his 10
structure. Funds would be used to years in the House and Senate. He
e1icoura'ge such step!J as publica· advocated a Council of Resources
tion of property valuations, uni· and Consi::rvation advisors six
form state-wide property assess- years prior to the White House
~~nts, simplified procedures for Council on Environmental Quality.
Citizen action to assure equitable "There is something desperately
tu ·enforcemnt, and ·the elimina· wrong with our priorities when we ·
tion of special tax privileges.
spend billions to manipulate the
.•...,.. The funds allocated to each environment· of Southeast Asia for
state would be distributed under a purposes of war, but starve. proformula designed to equalize educa· · grams that could renew natural
tional opportunity by achieving America and provide millions of
minimum standards of educational our own people with a decent place
quality iri all· school districts from . in which to live and work." (Authe combination of federal funds, gust 13, 1972) This statement, of
state aid and uniform local tax ef· course, refers to the idea of reconf~rt.
·
version ~ cutting 31 billion dollars.
2. Work programs for needy sec· in waste and fat from the military
budget and putting it to productive
. oadary school students, and aid for use, such as restoring the environ. c;'hildren lacking parental support. ment. ·
3. Continuation of tax deduc- George McGovern
tions for teachers' educational ex·
"Our nation, which has led the
~nses.
world into a new era of technical
4. Increased funding for feder- development, culminating in our
• ally impacted areas in which local space program, may also be lead•. tax bases are depleted because of ing the world into its own ruin. In. the pre se nee 0 f federal in- deed, destruction of our environ: stallation$.
.
ment may be the chief 'spin-ofr of
;' 5. Increased educational benefits · all our tech me
· al mnova
·
t'1~n. "
·i~r veterans.
Earthy Day, Aprd 22, 1970

.,n,

6. Scholarhips for the children of
• veterans.
' ·• 7. Funding for research in the
education of mentally retarded and
• exceptional children.

"There is something desperately
wrong with .our priorities whe~ we
spend billions to manipulate the
environment of Southeast Asia for
purposes of war, but starve programs that could renew natural
· 8. Taking $1 billion from the fed· America and provide millions of
lral budget to offer scholarships
for 200,000 students at $5,000 each. our own people with a decent place
in which to live and work."
. 9. Creation of national endow·
.. , .. f\.qg,ust 13, 197.2 .
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~~rm all for open housing•.• ·
I just don't want it in. 9ur lovely, peaceful neighborhood'~This

is pretty much the same thing as saying I'm for righting a social
injustice as long.as there is no cost to me. Has it ever. worked
out that way? This planet is our neighborhood. And all its people
·
·
are neighbors in the community of man.

PHOTOGRAPH BY LARRY SILVER

The community of man ... God's club. It's not exclusive. It includes you and me.

. RIAL
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RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE

"::".::--::'

ICE SKATING·

ILY

EXCEPT MONDAY

.CINCINNATI_ GARDENS
. 3:30-6:30 p.m. TUES. thru FRI.
2:00-4:00' p.m. SAT. and SUN.
8:30-10:30 p.m. TUES. thru SUN.
$1 ..60 ADMISSION.
76C SKATE RENTAL
SPECIAL GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

731-8302

e NIGHT OWL SKATING .•
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY STARTING OCT. 13

11 :30 p.m. - 1 :30 a.m.
F.REE PARKING

FREE REFRESHMENTS
76C SKATE RENTAL
LIVE DISC rnr'wiC'"'r!o

. ·$1.60 ADMISSION

The Beach Boys will he in coricertat Xavier's Schmidt'
· Fieldhouse, Friday, November 10, at 8:30 P~l-1. Tickets·
~re $4.50 11dvanc•~ and $5.00 at ~he door.
•
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